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1 

00:00:19.980 --> 00:00:20.760 

Sammy Chao: hi everybody. 

 

2 

00:00:20.820 --> 00:00:28.410 

Sammy Chao: Thank you for joining today we'll just give it another few seconds for everybody to jump in 
and get their audio started on on zoom. 

 

3 

00:00:44.820 --> 00:00:55.830 

Sammy Chao: So it's about one after so we'll go ahead and get started now welcome everybody to 
today's recording at CDC covered 19 electronic healthcare data initiative to our February webinar. 

 

4 

00:00:56.190 --> 00:01:04.740 

Sammy Chao: i'm Sammy chow I am a senior informatics analyst with the public health informatics 
institute a program with the task force for global health supporting this project. 

 

5 

00:01:05.100 --> 00:01:11.910 

Sammy Chao: So I want to thank everybody who's here for taking the time out of your schedule to join 
us today and a few housekeeping notes before we get started. 

 

6 

00:01:12.240 --> 00:01:18.930 

Sammy Chao: I want to remind everybody that you're welcome to put your questions in the Q amp a box 
or the chat box in the bottom of your zoom window. 



 

7 

00:01:19.290 --> 00:01:27.930 

Sammy Chao: will be monitoring these and we'll answer them throughout the call, as we can, but we're 
also going to have some time available at the end of this call for some live Q amp a. 

 

8 

00:01:28.410 --> 00:01:36.570 

Sammy Chao: And this webinar is being recorded and we will be sending out the link to the slides and 
this recording and the transcript after this call has been completed. 

 

9 

00:01:39.360 --> 00:01:45.510 

Sammy Chao: So to kick us off today, we have taken beymer our project sponsor from the CDC to 
welcome us into today's webinar. 

 

10 

00:01:47.010 --> 00:01:49.500 

Tegan Boehmer: Thank you very much Sammy and good morning. 

 

11 

00:01:49.830 --> 00:01:51.390 

Tegan Boehmer: Everyone it's Nice. 

 

12 

00:01:52.440 --> 00:01:53.700 

Tegan Boehmer: To be with you again, and I hope. 

 

13 

00:01:54.240 --> 00:02:03.630 



Tegan Boehmer: 2022 is off to a good start, see i'm reminded me, we met last in December of last year, 
so we have quite a bit of exciting work to. 

 

14 

00:02:03.810 --> 00:02:14.670 

Tegan Boehmer: Report on today and Jason and Tom will be able to cover some of the details of those 
ongoing activities and there are a couple of recent publications that I wanted to highlight and 
acknowledge that were. 

 

15 

00:02:15.960 --> 00:02:24.810 

Tegan Boehmer: collaborations with CDC and P cornet as a part of this project, and so the first is and 
then wr that was published in mid January. 

 

16 

00:02:25.770 --> 00:02:30.330 

Tegan Boehmer: And it looked at racial and ethnic disparities in the receipt of medication for. 

 

17 

00:02:31.290 --> 00:02:42.780 

Tegan Boehmer: Coping 19 and use the cumulative query results that went through August of 2021 to 
look at race and ethnic disparities in monoclonal antibody use. 

 

18 

00:02:43.290 --> 00:02:53.280 

Tegan Boehmer: Using all sorts can be to positive patients as sort of the denominator, who might be 
eligible for monaco's and then it looked at the trends index them episode and rubbed as a beer. 

 

19 

00:02:54.090 --> 00:03:02.790 



Tegan Boehmer: and using the hospitalized or in patient population and sort of the eligible population 
and for those of you who have seen the paper. 

 

20 

00:03:03.510 --> 00:03:13.290 

Tegan Boehmer: The study did find some notable disparities by race and ethnicity and monoclonal 
antibody use in particular and. 

 

21 

00:03:13.920 --> 00:03:31.530 

Tegan Boehmer: That manuscript that publication received quite a bit of press interest from media and 
from our response colleagues here at CDC we were already collaborating with the our chief health 
equity office, and they are co authors on that publication as well. 

 

22 

00:03:33.060 --> 00:03:44.970 

Tegan Boehmer: But it got the attention of the White House equity team, and so the Co authors met 
with that team to summarize the findings and hear some additional background information. 

 

23 

00:03:45.540 --> 00:03:57.900 

Tegan Boehmer: The White House health equity team was very interested in knowing what we will see 
as the as we collect data for fall of 21 and two the oma comment period so we're anxiously. 

 

24 

00:03:58.260 --> 00:04:10.830 

Tegan Boehmer: awaiting the results of the most recent you would have query which should have data 
through January of 2020 to take a closer look at how those trends, whether or not they continued, and 
whether any improvement with seen. 

 

25 

00:04:12.450 --> 00:04:23.940 



Tegan Boehmer: In Jason can talk a little bit of guess about any particular updates to that query where 
we tried to get at the high risk are eligible population, specifically for monoclonal antibodies. 

 

26 

00:04:25.020 --> 00:04:33.360 

Tegan Boehmer: And there was also been some interest from state and local health department 
colleagues on that report as well, and. 

 

27 

00:04:33.780 --> 00:04:43.200 

Tegan Boehmer: You know just kind of noting that they've seen some of the same disparities and their 
populations as well, and it really just a lot of conversation about what can be done to address them. 

 

28 

00:04:43.800 --> 00:04:51.900 

Tegan Boehmer: You know, submit data is helping to inform some decision making and health policy 
recommendations and consideration so. 

 

29 

00:04:52.620 --> 00:05:01.290 

Tegan Boehmer: Congratulations to everyone for making that data available for the nation really to help 
drive the covered response. 

 

30 

00:05:02.160 --> 00:05:16.230 

Tegan Boehmer: And the second publication, I wanted to acknowledge was in JAMA network open, and 
this was that the prevalence of new symptoms and conditions and the 31 to 150 day period after our 
source code we to positive test. 

 

31 

00:05:16.830 --> 00:05:24.510 



Tegan Boehmer: Compared to the prevalence of those same symptoms and conditions and those with 
negative test, so this publication. 

 

32 

00:05:25.710 --> 00:05:36.330 

Tegan Boehmer: had been a while in the making, so we're glad to have it finally published and it will 
really be helpful to CDC we've been working to. 

 

33 

00:05:37.020 --> 00:05:45.930 

Tegan Boehmer: expand or enhance the volume of information that we're sharing on postcode 
conditions, in fact, the timing of that publication aligned. 

 

34 

00:05:46.290 --> 00:05:57.990 

Tegan Boehmer: Surprisingly, well with some Congressional request of CDC to share more information 
on postcode and conditions, particularly by demographic subgroups and characteristics. 

 

35 

00:05:58.830 --> 00:06:04.380 

Tegan Boehmer: So as an agency we're trying to be responsive to that and we're hopeful and excited 
that the. 

 

36 

00:06:05.010 --> 00:06:15.000 

Tegan Boehmer: analytic queries or the regression queries looking at long coded or postcode conditions 
will help us get a better understanding of what some of those demographic risk factors might be. 

 

37 

00:06:15.360 --> 00:06:23.940 



Tegan Boehmer: And I know Jason will be covering that a bit more today, and so the third thing i'll 
mention we might have mentioned in December. 

 

38 

00:06:24.720 --> 00:06:34.980 

Tegan Boehmer: But in January, the private data tracker which is CDC website for disseminating massive 
volumes of information to the public. 

 

39 

00:06:35.370 --> 00:06:49.080 

Tegan Boehmer: But we have a under the healthcare settings tab on the left hand side and the bottom 
of that tab there's a disease severity when hospitalized patients and we had previously reported data 
from one source. 

 

40 

00:06:49.800 --> 00:06:56.100 

Tegan Boehmer: That CDC is acquired for the response, but in January we expanded that to include pii 
coordinate data. 

 

41 

00:06:56.640 --> 00:07:07.590 

Tegan Boehmer: Along with a third source of information, and so the website now presents trends over 
time in icu admissions mechanical ventilation. 

 

42 

00:07:08.580 --> 00:07:17.370 

Tegan Boehmer: From P cornet it doesn't include the death or mortality information at this time, but it 
might be something we can work towards in the future and that allows. 

 

43 

00:07:17.880 --> 00:07:21.960 



Tegan Boehmer: folks the opportunity to look at those trends again by demographic characteristics. 

 

44 

00:07:22.800 --> 00:07:32.910 

Tegan Boehmer: The that data will also be updated, with the results of the most recent cumulative 
query so should take us through January 2020 and will work to get those. 

 

45 

00:07:33.450 --> 00:07:48.000 

Tegan Boehmer: Integrated in on the public facing website as early as we can, in March, so those are my 
updates and then my banks and congratulations to everyone for working on these important topics and 
we look forward to our continued operation, thank you. 

 

46 

00:07:50.370 --> 00:07:55.080 

Sammy Chao: Thank you for that taken and now pass it on to Jason backwards and updates on the 
project. 

 

47 

00:07:57.030 --> 00:08:00.450 

Jason Block: Right Hello everyone hope you're all. 

 

48 

00:08:00.900 --> 00:08:01.890 

Jason Block: doing well. 

 

49 

00:08:02.520 --> 00:08:12.060 

Jason Block: And and are okay, with the fact that it's about the March, which is always in New England 
and one of those challenging months, where we see the. 



 

50 

00:08:13.050 --> 00:08:29.100 

Jason Block: The Spring horizon, but it never quite comes but hope everyone's well and and, as usual, 
thanks for all of your help we've had a pretty busy time on the project for the last couple of months and 
we'll keep that pace up for a while, because there have been some. 

 

51 

00:08:30.480 --> 00:08:34.800 

Jason Block: queries that have been really high priority ones, ones that have required. 

 

52 

00:08:36.120 --> 00:08:38.730 

Jason Block: A couple of different runs as we sort of. 

 

53 

00:08:39.900 --> 00:08:46.620 

Jason Block: move toward greater sophistication in the queries that we're running so i'll give you an 
update on all of those things. 

 

54 

00:08:47.670 --> 00:08:54.870 

Jason Block: i'm going to particularly spend a little bit of time talking about the results of two of our 
recent queries one was a query that we were looking. 

 

55 

00:08:55.830 --> 00:09:08.010 

Jason Block: At severity of disease across different phases of the pandemic and that was a query that we 
had to do twice because of kind of fairly complicated query that we had to try to get right. 

 



56 

00:09:09.240 --> 00:09:20.340 

Jason Block: And so i'll show you some of the results of that and i'll also show you some results for our 
advanced analytic query on long coven we have one of those that's been executed in results are back in. 

 

57 

00:09:20.970 --> 00:09:29.850 

Jason Block: And so i'll talk about that one that was again, one that we had to re execute, as we have 
developed this capability of doing distributed progression. 

 

58 

00:09:31.260 --> 00:09:41.430 

Jason Block: um The other thing I what I was going to at least mention, and I can talk about it a bit more 
at the end, but they're two queries that we're wrapping up right now. 

 

59 

00:09:42.360 --> 00:09:52.980 

Jason Block: In the network, one of which was do last week and we're working with a couple of sites that 
had some issues running at this is what taken had just mentioned. 

 

60 

00:09:53.430 --> 00:10:04.170 

Jason Block: These are cumulative query that we've done every four months or so throughout that time 
period of this contract that we've had with the CDC and we also did it prior to that. 

 

61 

00:10:05.490 --> 00:10:15.720 

Jason Block: And so we're we're hoping to wrap that up within the next day or so as we work with these 
sites to finalize their responses, and this is the one that feeds into coven data tracker. 

 

62 



00:10:16.170 --> 00:10:31.020 

Jason Block: it's been the source of information on monoclonal antibody disparities and we have some 
additional cohorts that we've constructed in order to get some more refined answers to that specifically 
we created some cohorts that really looked at. 

 

63 

00:10:32.250 --> 00:10:39.600 

Jason Block: At patients who are high risk for severe coven to try to understand how many of those were 
actually receiving mana. 

 

64 

00:11:01.380 --> 00:11:10.140 

Sammy Chao: seems like we're having just a few moments of technical difficulties so if you can just give 
us one moment and we will troubleshoot the Internet will be back in just one second Thank you. 

 

65 

00:12:37.320 --> 00:12:38.220 

Jason Block: Can you all hear me now. 

 

66 

00:12:39.420 --> 00:12:40.710 

Sammy Chao: Yes, you sound great Jason. 

 

67 

00:12:41.190 --> 00:12:42.480 

Jason Block: Okay, so sorry about that. 

 

68 

00:12:44.070 --> 00:12:55.500 



Jason Block: So what I was just mentioning is that the second query that we have out there in the 
network right now is one that's a repeat of this assessment of market is the pair courtesy, Mr in my se 
where we're looking at comparative risk. 

 

69 

00:12:56.340 --> 00:13:06.450 

Jason Block: Between those who had coven and those who have received an emr and a vaccination and 
we've done this now a few times because we've had additional layers of. 

 

70 

00:13:07.710 --> 00:13:18.420 

Jason Block: Of nuance that we wanted to draw out of this and we work with some of the teams at CDC 
for this so that was do today, this is a full SEC stratified. 

 

71 

00:13:19.860 --> 00:13:34.140 

Jason Block: query So there are a lot of cohorts that are being generated, because the idea of this was 
that we really wanted to get down to the specifics of what is the risk among boys and men and girls in 
women. 

 

72 

00:13:34.650 --> 00:13:41.400 

Jason Block: Which is what is increasingly been assessed in some of this work so For those of you who 
have responded to that. 

 

73 

00:13:42.210 --> 00:13:51.030 

Jason Block: Thank you so much for for getting that done, I know this was probably a bear of aquarium 
for those who haven't had a chance to respond to that, please do as quickly as possible, because that is. 

 

74 

00:13:51.570 --> 00:14:00.960 



Jason Block: work that will feed into a planned event in MW our publication for later this month in 
March originally it was slotted to. 

 

75 

00:14:01.620 --> 00:14:14.760 

Jason Block: be part of an image wr in January, but then we had to do some refinements to it, based on 
the results that we found and so that's what led to this query so we're hoping that people respond as 
quickly as they can to that, and please reach out with any questions. 

 

76 

00:14:16.260 --> 00:14:28.800 

Jason Block: All right at the end i'll talk about manuscript updates taken actually already covered quite a 
bit of that so i'll do store up on a slide and then we'll talk about what's ahead for the next couple of 
weeks in months next likely. 

 

77 

00:14:31.680 --> 00:14:39.750 

Jason Block: Right, so this distributed regression long covert or post acute to quality of covert set of 
queries. 

 

78 

00:14:40.980 --> 00:14:42.930 

Jason Block: These were ones that we originally did. 

 

79 

00:14:44.580 --> 00:14:53.400 

Jason Block: Really in the later part of the fall and we these were our first distributed regression models 
that we've done ever in a cornet. 

 

80 

00:14:54.570 --> 00:15:03.270 



Jason Block: And we had some issues with it, particularly we were too ambitious in our construction of 
these queries and we had too many covariance. 

 

81 

00:15:03.780 --> 00:15:10.830 

Jason Block: We had some issues where first of all, the cocktail proportional hazards models that we ran 
because we were looking at. 

 

82 

00:15:11.340 --> 00:15:20.910 

Jason Block: Comparative risk of developing either post acute sequentially of covert conditions or 
symptoms, based on codes icd 10 codes. 

 

83 

00:15:21.870 --> 00:15:25.680 

Jason Block: We were looking at competitive risk among those who are stars can be to positive versus 
negative. 

 

84 

00:15:26.070 --> 00:15:40.770 

Jason Block: Our occupational hazard models really didn't work as expected, for reasons that we're not 
totally clear, so we had to go back to the drawing board and fix those and then we had a lot of attrition 
of data marts when we ran adjusted models for our logistic models, we also did. 

 

85 

00:15:41.970 --> 00:15:42.810 

Jason Block: Some. 

 

86 

00:15:43.890 --> 00:15:52.080 



Jason Block: infinite rate ratio models so we went back to the drawing board, we fixed it we became less 
ambitious in our construction of the covariance. 

 

87 

00:15:52.320 --> 00:16:05.040 

Jason Block: And we've been we executing those and we did the first of these, which is looking at just 
conditions as outcomes did that separately for children and adults and we will soon send out the query 
that will. 

 

88 

00:16:05.610 --> 00:16:13.590 

Jason Block: assess symptoms, and so what I wanted to show you with some initial look at some of the 
results for these condition queries so next slide. 

 

89 

00:16:17.910 --> 00:16:26.820 

Jason Block: So the first thing to say is that this modeling approach in the strategy that we used by really 
reducing the number of covariance and collapsing, some of them. 

 

90 

00:16:27.420 --> 00:16:37.470 

Jason Block: And also constructing the query in a slightly different way to make it more efficient, it 
worked rather well so there's variable inclusion of data marts. 

 

91 

00:16:38.880 --> 00:16:50.550 

Jason Block: across the different models in perfect to some of the outcomes that we look at or less 
common, and this is the Wayne for pediatric and adult models, the adult models. 

 

92 

00:16:51.060 --> 00:17:02.790 



Jason Block: Where the outcomes that we looked at were much more common tended to be much, 
much higher number of data marts actually were able to be included, so this strategy worked pretty 
well. 

 

93 

00:17:04.920 --> 00:17:05.700 

Jason Block: When we look at. 

 

94 

00:17:06.810 --> 00:17:14.610 

Jason Block: The number of sites that are included in different models, the real difference in range really 
depends on the outcome that we looked at. 

 

95 

00:17:15.120 --> 00:17:23.430 

Jason Block: Because almost all sites were able to execute and converge the crude and the adjusted 
models, we typically only lost like one. 

 

96 

00:17:24.030 --> 00:17:31.680 

Jason Block: Data Mart or no data marts from the execution of the cruelty adjusted when we had done 
this before in the fall. 

 

97 

00:17:32.130 --> 00:17:45.690 

Jason Block: We were having huge attrition about a 50% attrition of sites, because we had something 
like 50 plus covariance that were included in the models and we had a shorter study time period as well, 
so there were fewer cases overall. 

 

98 

00:17:46.980 --> 00:18:00.360 



Jason Block: So these models were controlled for a second we did age and each square just look at 
potential nonlinear effects, race, ethnicity BMI and we looked at obesity versus not as a cove area here. 

 

99 

00:18:01.170 --> 00:18:10.500 

Jason Block: We looked at connection to the health care system so number of visits at baseline use 
index, and that the zone from those were hospitalized and mechanical ventilation and let them stay. 

 

100 

00:18:10.980 --> 00:18:22.320 

Jason Block: And we also controlled for the combined comorbidity index and smoking status, so those 
were the typical covariance that we used in these models, so let me show you some of the results next 
slide. 

 

101 

00:18:25.590 --> 00:18:32.250 

Jason Block: So for children, the only two outcomes for this condition query that we looked at where my 
awkwardness in the msc. 

 

102 

00:18:33.390 --> 00:18:44.130 

Jason Block: And we looked separately, we had stratified models for those who are hospitalized for their 
index source code to infection or test because we compare these of stars to positive versus negative. 

 

103 

00:18:45.270 --> 00:18:54.420 

Jason Block: And it or if they are not hospitalized and what i'm going to show you here are the results 
from our our occupational hazards. 

 

104 

00:18:54.990 --> 00:19:07.050 



Jason Block: models and i'ma show you a hazard ratios now, the first thing to note is that these are 
models, where we look at incentives So these are people who have the conditions of interest. 

 

105 

00:19:08.370 --> 00:19:21.780 

Jason Block: In the 31 to 150 day period after their index, which is their stars company to test either 
positive or negative, we removed patients who had those diagnoses in the baseline period. 

 

106 

00:19:22.860 --> 00:19:28.770 

Jason Block: We also only looked at this in people who had a connection to the health care system, so 
they had visits. 

 

107 

00:19:29.100 --> 00:19:43.770 

Jason Block: During the baseline period, and in that follow up period because obviously it'd be more 
difficult if we were, including people who actually had no visit and no opportunity to to find one of these 
conditions in the follow up period. 

 

108 

00:19:45.090 --> 00:20:05.010 

Jason Block: So what do we find so we basically found that those who are hospital hospitalized for stars 
coby to had a hazard ratio 2.6 times that of those who were hospitalized in restarts could be too 
negative from Meijer card itis and almost a 10 has a ratio that was almost 10 for in my sc. 

 

109 

00:20:06.210 --> 00:20:14.040 

Jason Block: And again, this is comparing stars, can we do positive patients to those who are negative 
and the nano hospitalized setting, you can see the hazard ratios are much lower. 

 

110 

00:20:14.580 --> 00:20:29.790 



Jason Block: For both of those just because these conditions are much less common for those who are 
not hospitalized but we found quite a bit higher rate of those conditions, especially those who are 
hospitalized for stars could be two who are positive, compared to negative. 

 

111 

00:20:31.560 --> 00:20:32.520 

Jason Block: To show you the next slide. 

 

112 

00:20:35.400 --> 00:20:40.830 

Jason Block: We looked at a lot more conditions for adults now show you the whole range of conditions 
that we looked at. 

 

113 

00:20:42.630 --> 00:20:44.460 

Jason Block: In in one of the next slides. 

 

114 

00:20:45.540 --> 00:20:51.750 

Jason Block: But what we found is that starts will be to positivity who is not necessarily associated with 
all that many. 

 

115 

00:20:52.380 --> 00:21:07.770 

Jason Block: Conditions at a higher rate compared to those who are negative for patients who are not 
hospitalized only hematologic disorders are higher among those who are positive, compared to negative 
in the non hospitalized setting in the hospital setting we saw sort of to. 

 

116 

00:21:09.300 --> 00:21:17.910 



Jason Block: Two types of outcomes, we saw somewhere patients who are negative actually hit were 
more commonly diagnosed with a number of different conditions and those who are positive. 

 

117 

00:21:18.570 --> 00:21:25.470 

Jason Block: also had a number of conduct number of different conditions that came out as more likely 
among those are those are positive versus negative. 

 

118 

00:21:25.920 --> 00:21:39.390 

Jason Block: So let me show you the range on the next slide of the crude and adjusted results for all of 
the conditions that we looked at and again this is just the condition query we haven't yet looked at the 
symptom query. 

 

119 

00:21:40.500 --> 00:21:55.770 

Jason Block: So i'll just give a couple of examples here in red are conditions that were more common in 
adjusted models, these are hospitalized patients, these are more common and adjusted models for 
those who are stars can be too negative versus positive and in the blue or those. 

 

120 

00:21:56.820 --> 00:22:05.250 

Jason Block: Who are conditions that were more common among those who are stars could be to 
positive versus negative So those are human to logic disorders diabetes. 

 

121 

00:22:05.670 --> 00:22:17.430 

Jason Block: and respiratory disease those really appear to be the things that are emerging as potential 
clear post acute quality of coven conditions in in our population. 

 

122 

00:22:18.630 --> 00:22:32.250 



Jason Block: You can see the crude hazard ratios are higher there was some attenuation in the adjusted 
models, but that has a ratio for hematologic disorders is 1.19 for diabetes is 1.25 so at 25% increase. 

 

123 

00:22:32.880 --> 00:22:42.330 

Jason Block: In for respiratory diseases is 1.44 we see some slightly higher rates of major adverse 
cardiovascular events among those who are negative. 

 

124 

00:22:42.870 --> 00:22:45.600 

Jason Block: You can see that adjusted highest ratio of point nine. 

 

125 

00:22:46.530 --> 00:23:00.390 

Jason Block: And then neurologic disorders about point nine and behavioral disorders point eight five so 
slight increases among those sort of negative compared to positive we saw no significant findings for 
chronic kidney disorders or disability, as an outcome. 

 

126 

00:23:01.920 --> 00:23:10.620 

Jason Block: For these models, we also construct the kaplan Meier curves in the next slide shows one of 
those where we look at disease free survival. 

 

127 

00:23:11.490 --> 00:23:24.960 

Jason Block: In this graphic you can see that there, there is no disease that it's 100% for the first 30 days 
just really only look at the occurrence of these conditions in the 31 to 150 day period. 

 

128 

00:23:25.770 --> 00:23:35.490 



Jason Block: And then you see some divergence of those lines, the red line which is for the stars could be 
too negative patients and the blue line is for the stars could be to positive patients. 

 

129 

00:23:36.120 --> 00:23:46.320 

Jason Block: So this is for the outcome of diabetes among patients who are hospitalized, and these were 
adults and you can see a lower disease free survival. 

 

130 

00:23:46.860 --> 00:23:52.920 

Jason Block: overtime among those who are positive, compared to negative, which is consistent with the 
hazard ratios that I just showed you. 

 

131 

00:23:53.430 --> 00:23:59.670 

Jason Block: which was a hazard ratio of a higher risk of diabetes among those who are positive versus 
negative 1.25. 

 

132 

00:24:00.420 --> 00:24:07.440 

Jason Block: And so we have a range of these we construct these for all the different outcomes that we 
looked at that show these consistent results. 

 

133 

00:24:08.130 --> 00:24:17.520 

Jason Block: As I mentioned, we also looked at with just a outcomes so not hazard windshields but just 
with just models and we construct Andre shows, and we look at. 

 

134 

00:24:18.690 --> 00:24:23.730 



Jason Block: Internet ratios as well, we did that, mainly because we wanted to see how these different 
models. 

 

135 

00:24:24.480 --> 00:24:35.430 

Jason Block: converged in whether there were issues with running different types of outcomes with this 
distributed progression and all these models are really consistent with the findings that I just described, 
for the hazard ratios. 

 

136 

00:24:36.750 --> 00:24:45.600 

Jason Block: So our next step in this process we're going to be meeting as a team later today to dissect 
these results, a little bit more, including with some of the CDC folks who have been. 

 

137 

00:24:46.770 --> 00:24:57.480 

Jason Block: integral in this, including leading that first paper that we did that with that just descriptive 
results and then we're planning to execute our symptom query. 

 

138 

00:24:58.170 --> 00:25:09.270 

Jason Block: sometime in the next couple of weeks, and so that'll probably be we're going to run one 
additional query between now and that query but that query will come out sometime in early to mid 
March. 

 

139 

00:25:10.470 --> 00:25:10.920 

Jason Block: Next slide. 

 

140 

00:25:14.100 --> 00:25:24.510 



Jason Block: Alright, wanted to go over some of the results of our descriptive what we have been calling 
our delta query it's really a stars could be to disease severity query. 

 

141 

00:25:25.620 --> 00:25:35.760 

Jason Block: And this was a second crack at this because the first time that we had done it, as I 
mentioned, there were some issues with one of the severity indexes that we use, we had to. 

 

142 

00:25:36.600 --> 00:25:46.590 

Jason Block: kind of reconstructed with this also allowed us to do was to extend the query through mid 
December, which really covered this fourth wave that delta wave we didn't know at the time. 

 

143 

00:25:46.950 --> 00:25:58.050 

Jason Block: But right after this query period, and it was when the oma cron surge really began, so this 
allows us to really capture these four distinct phases of the pandemic. 

 

144 

00:25:58.440 --> 00:26:07.740 

Jason Block: That early ancestral we we did not look at March and April, because that was such a 
different period, so we looked at may to October 2024 that phase. 

 

145 

00:26:08.310 --> 00:26:16.290 

Jason Block: Winter was November 2022 February 2021 that was that big winter surge that was for the 
winter of 2022 2021. 

 

146 

00:26:17.130 --> 00:26:28.980 



Jason Block: We looked at the Alpha variant search, this is when we really went alpha became 
predominant in the United States, which is march march to June 2021 and then the delta phase, which 
was July to December. 

 

147 

00:26:30.180 --> 00:26:31.770 

Jason Block: We looked at several different severity. 

 

148 

00:26:32.880 --> 00:26:48.330 

Jason Block: metrics one was care setting, so how many patients, for example, were hospitalized or on 
ventilators or treated in I see your critical care settings that pizza net group had developed the Severity 
Index that took a couple of different. 

 

149 

00:26:49.710 --> 00:27:01.980 

Jason Block: Conditions into account and i'll show you what that is and then NIH also has a Severity 
Index that's based on what happens to patients soon after they're actually admitted to the hospital. 

 

150 

00:27:03.270 --> 00:27:10.770 

Jason Block: Let me show you some of these results, and this is just descriptive the first look at this, the 
first thing is that pizza MED had developed this index. 

 

151 

00:27:11.220 --> 00:27:20.010 

Jason Block: Where we constructed different kind of groupings of patients based one whether they had 
certain icd 10 codes or procedure codes. 

 

152 

00:27:20.550 --> 00:27:31.650 



Jason Block: So we'd find people as having severe acute service could be to if they had icd 10 codes for a 
RDS so acute respiratory distress syndrome or respiratory failure. 

 

153 

00:27:32.340 --> 00:27:45.180 

Jason Block: sepsis or shock if they had codes for billing codes for critical care or use of mechanical 
ventilator Sue procedure codes or non invasive ventilators or high flow oxygen. 

 

154 

00:27:45.750 --> 00:27:53.430 

Jason Block: Or the receipt oppressors, that would be used car cardiac oppressor support for patients 
who have stepsister shot. 

 

155 

00:27:54.390 --> 00:28:03.930 

Jason Block: We define a separate group which the pizza index really didn't do they group these two 
together, but we decided to look at this separately, which is severe sequentially so people actually had. 

 

156 

00:28:04.320 --> 00:28:21.960 

Jason Block: Some conditions that developed as a result of coven and you can see the list here we 
looked in the period of time around their index stars coby to positive tests of a week before to 13 days 
after to be able to capture the full time period in which they may have been evaluated. 

 

157 

00:28:23.280 --> 00:28:38.430 

Jason Block: The next slide shows are moderate severity category, which is patients who were not 
severe or had severe sequentially but had icd 10 codes for monkey i'd for bronchitis, bronchitis 
pneumonia some GI. 

 

158 

00:28:39.840 --> 00:28:51.540 



Jason Block: diagnoses gamma Ray and then the use of IV fluids, and then we considered everyone else 
who wasn't moderate or severe or severe sequentially as either a milder asymptomatic group. 

 

159 

00:28:53.370 --> 00:28:53.910 

Jason Block: Next slide. 

 

160 

00:28:56.520 --> 00:29:10.650 

Jason Block: As I mentioned, we have the separate criteria which is NIH severity criteria, and this is 
based on people who met these different criteria within 72 hours of their index, and so that was their 
positive test. 

 

161 

00:29:12.180 --> 00:29:23.430 

Jason Block: For stars could be to we also look prior to that for about a week because we wanted to give 
the opportunity to have patients who are admitted in their tests might have been delayed a little bit. 

 

162 

00:29:24.090 --> 00:29:34.530 

Jason Block: To be able to capture the full spectrum of time period around their index test, and so this is, 
this is the grading which is different mechanical ventilator uses great for. 

 

163 

00:29:34.950 --> 00:29:46.680 

Jason Block: Non invasive ventilator high flow critical care grade three respiratory failure error, yes 
diagnostic codes grade two, and these are mutually exclusive, by the way, and then all else's great one. 

 

164 

00:29:47.910 --> 00:29:57.870 



Jason Block: So let me show you some of these results so i'll show you that the adults, the kids we have 
fewer numbers who are in the most severe category, so I started just looked at the ones. 

 

165 

00:29:58.680 --> 00:30:09.030 

Jason Block: That will show you some difference, but the way we broke this down, and you can see the y 
axis is 25% we look at the proportion that were cared for in different care settings. 

 

166 

00:30:09.990 --> 00:30:26.220 

Jason Block: across the different waves, so the proportion, who are cared for in the ED setting the 
Inpatient setting who received critical care codes and who were on mechanical ventilators, and this is 
just showing you the your proportion within each wave. 

 

167 

00:30:27.630 --> 00:30:28.680 

Jason Block: and showing you kind of. 

 

168 

00:30:29.100 --> 00:30:33.300 

Jason Block: compare and contrast the ancestral strain period is in blue. 

 

169 

00:30:33.810 --> 00:30:35.940 

Jason Block: The winter 2020 2021. 

 

170 

00:30:36.180 --> 00:30:42.900 

Jason Block: phase is in green the Alpha phase, which is kind of the late winter into spring of 2021 is in 
purple. 



 

171 

00:30:43.260 --> 00:30:55.410 

Jason Block: And delta, which is July to December of 2021 and what you can see is that higher 
proportion were treated in the emergency department Inpatient setting critical care and received 
mechanical ventilators. 

 

172 

00:30:56.070 --> 00:31:02.070 

Jason Block: In the Alpha phase and across most of those also in the delta phase, although you see some 
similarity. 

 

173 

00:31:02.520 --> 00:31:18.690 

Jason Block: Between the delta phase in the ancestral phase for those who are on mechanical 
ventilators, but this is just an indicator that there appeared to be greater severity of disease in that 
Alpha and that delta phase for adults, if we use care settings is the metric next slide. 

 

174 

00:31:20.370 --> 00:31:22.410 

Jason Block: You see something similar with the net. 

 

175 

00:31:23.430 --> 00:31:35.250 

Jason Block: Severity Index the severe group the severe sequentially maybe not as much difference for 
the delta compared to the ancestral and winter, but we clearly see alpha as seemingly worse. 

 

176 

00:31:35.760 --> 00:31:45.630 

Jason Block: And then the moderate group to, and so you see more people would have been in the mild 
or asymptomatic and the ancestral in winter phases compared to the alpha and the Delta. 



 

177 

00:31:47.280 --> 00:31:57.090 

Jason Block: And then i'll show you the NIH grades for adults as the next one and it's pretty similar if you 
look across so this is grade 123 and four. 

 

178 

00:31:58.740 --> 00:32:01.200 

Jason Block: And you can see that. 

 

179 

00:32:02.370 --> 00:32:11.760 

Jason Block: That clearly the purple, which is the alpha phase tends to stand out, especially for those on 
ventilators are who are receiving non invasive. 

 

180 

00:32:12.180 --> 00:32:18.930 

Jason Block: funneled towards support or critical care and then you also see seemingly, at least for that 
grade two. 

 

181 

00:32:19.500 --> 00:32:26.880 

Jason Block: And maybe grade three a higher rate for those in the alpha and the delta phases, but less so 
with the others. 

 

182 

00:32:27.480 --> 00:32:32.910 

Jason Block: it's our ultimate conclusion of this is it does look like the severity was greater especially that 
out of phase. 

 



183 

00:32:33.420 --> 00:32:45.600 

Jason Block: but also in the delta phase, it will be interesting when we repeat this and look at the oma 
cron phase to see if these numbers reflect what we've seen across the oma cron variant surge. 

 

184 

00:32:46.050 --> 00:32:47.820 

Jason Block: Which is that we should see a reduction. 

 

185 

00:32:47.880 --> 00:32:53.670 

Jason Block: In the severity of disease, so this will be something that we can look out for to actually 
execute this again. 

 

186 

00:32:55.200 --> 00:33:06.600 

Jason Block: Next slide This is just showing you children and it's pretty similar pattern more people in the 
alpha and the delta phases treated in the emergency department definitely alpha was greater for 
Inpatient. 

 

187 

00:33:07.410 --> 00:33:18.510 

Jason Block: belton ancestral we're pretty similar for Inpatient and you see us somewhat higher 
moderate and severe groups for that pizza net index of severity we didn't do the NIH. 

 

188 

00:33:18.990 --> 00:33:30.240 

Jason Block: grade I don't i'm not showing that, because that was so uncommon for patients to be 
treated with ventilators or in critical care when they were children, but again, a pretty similar pattern 
here as to what we see with adults. 

 



189 

00:33:34.200 --> 00:33:43.230 

Jason Block: Okay that's those were the main data five that I wanted to show you taken already went 
through this, which is how we've been disseminating me for salts. 

 

190 

00:33:43.680 --> 00:33:54.480 

Jason Block: And Recent publications that have come out and the work that the CDC has been doing to 
put the data up on the CDC covert tracker which will update with this cumulative query that we're 
wrapping up now. 

 

191 

00:33:55.800 --> 00:34:00.420 

Jason Block: We are are hoping to be able to move forward with this MW our publication. 

 

192 

00:34:01.560 --> 00:34:14.280 

Jason Block: On the minecraft is paradise incident post service go be to him RNA vaccines and will 
update you when we have more information on that we're working on a couple of other papers as well. 

 

193 

00:34:14.970 --> 00:34:22.470 

Jason Block: we've had sort of these papers looking at overall trends by demographics across the 
pandemic for both adults and kids. 

 

194 

00:34:22.950 --> 00:34:37.590 

Jason Block: Those are papers that are currently going through CDC clearance those will be updated, 
with the new data through January as well, when we have that data in hand, but they're currently going 
through clearance based on data through August and so update that soon. 

 



195 

00:34:39.000 --> 00:34:39.450 

Jason Block: Next slide. 

 

196 

00:34:42.360 --> 00:34:48.420 

Jason Block: we're thinking about some other things so we're constantly in communication with CDC 
about priority. 

 

197 

00:34:48.870 --> 00:34:57.930 

Jason Block: areas and ways to disseminate some of the results that we produced already where the 
upcoming information that we have the ones that will clearly. 

 

198 

00:34:58.620 --> 00:35:08.310 

Jason Block: Be resulting in publications are advanced analytic queries on long coven I just showed you 
the ones on conditions, and then the symptom was executed. 

 

199 

00:35:08.790 --> 00:35:18.480 

Jason Block: we'll put that together, and that will be a publication we've been talking about a small 
publication on patients who are pregnant, at the time that they were. 

 

200 

00:35:19.740 --> 00:35:27.210 

Jason Block: That they tested positive for stars could be to just to get a descriptive assessment of that 
group both patients who are hospitalized and hospitalized. 

 

201 



00:35:28.020 --> 00:35:33.630 

Jason Block: we've been doing some work and have some information on patients who are admitted. 

 

202 

00:35:34.530 --> 00:35:42.840 

Jason Block: To the hospital after originally being evaluated in the emergency department or ambulatory 
setting for SARS could be too, and what are the characteristics of those patients. 

 

203 

00:35:43.590 --> 00:35:52.080 

Jason Block: we've also looked at readmission so patients who are admitted and went home and then 
got readmitted and so that's still some work that we've been discussing. 

 

204 

00:35:53.610 --> 00:36:01.470 

Jason Block: We now have a lot of data on breakthrough infections and second infections so infections 
that are 90 days, apart from an original infection. 

 

205 

00:36:02.130 --> 00:36:11.070 

Jason Block: So we're thinking about constructing a query that only looks specifically at that group and 
have been in discussions with CDC about that so stay tuned for. 

 

206 

00:36:11.520 --> 00:36:21.570 

Jason Block: Some of this that we're going to be putting together both with the advice in collaboration 
with our CDC colleagues and also our scientific working group that we have. 

 

207 

00:36:21.930 --> 00:36:28.770 



Jason Block: Of the cornet investigators that has one representative from each of the clinical research 
networks that are participating in this project. 

 

208 

00:36:29.970 --> 00:36:30.600 

Jason Block: Next slide. 

 

209 

00:36:33.840 --> 00:36:40.620 

Jason Block: So we are working on the two queries that we most recently had available. 

 

210 

00:36:41.760 --> 00:36:47.940 

Jason Block: So the cumulative query should be do hopefully we'll have all the sites in very soon. 

 

211 

00:36:49.020 --> 00:37:02.460 

Jason Block: and hopefully For those of you who haven't been able to respond to this vaccine adverse 
event query, which is due today we're hoping couldn't respond as soon as possible and if there are any 
issues with it please let us know because we're looking to wrap that up pretty soon to. 

 

212 

00:37:05.310 --> 00:37:16.470 

Jason Block: we're we're thinking about one of the things that we have always done with our queries, as 
we have always looked at data at the level of the patient, rather than at the level of the lab. 

 

213 

00:37:17.370 --> 00:37:30.510 

Jason Block: So, because it might be useful to look at a lab as the unit of evaluation we're thinking about 
in the next week or so executing the query that looks at that that also includes some additional 
information. 



 

214 

00:37:31.680 --> 00:37:32.280 

Jason Block: On. 

 

215 

00:37:33.330 --> 00:37:40.320 

Jason Block: Michael curtis and pair of keratitis sort of some cleanup pieces after that that query that 
that's do today. 

 

216 

00:37:40.830 --> 00:37:45.420 

Jason Block: So stay tuned there might be another query that's going to go up this week that's going to 
look at some of these things. 

 

217 

00:37:45.990 --> 00:38:02.490 

Jason Block: we're going to be doing the long coven symptom query that should be in the next couple of 
weeks, and then we have this other regression query that we are finalizing which is looking at the 
relationship between control and severity of chronic disease at baseline and severe covert outcomes. 

 

218 

00:38:03.750 --> 00:38:12.990 

Jason Block: In that we're also going to be requesting a de identified patient level data set for the first 
time that's going to be the link to that query and that should be coming out in March as well. 

 

219 

00:38:15.030 --> 00:38:15.540 

Jason Block: Next slide. 

 



220 

00:38:20.610 --> 00:38:29.280 

Jason Block: So here's just our conclusion which is that we're processing a bunch of things, as I 
mentioned it's been a busy couple of weeks and months. 

 

221 

00:38:30.180 --> 00:38:35.070 

Jason Block: And we're looking forward to our next set of queries that are coming out and. 

 

222 

00:38:35.430 --> 00:38:42.420 

Jason Block: And we're constantly sort of revising the the timeline of when all of our queries are coming 
out so we're going to try to have something. 

 

223 

00:38:42.780 --> 00:38:52.290 

Jason Block: That really looks at the rest of this funded period, through the end of July and construct a 
list of the different queries and when those might be coming out so that everybody. 

 

224 

00:38:52.710 --> 00:39:04.170 

Jason Block: Everybody will know where we're we're still asking everyone at the beginning of each 
month to update their code cdn so that we have refresh data at the end at the beginning of each month. 

 

225 

00:39:04.620 --> 00:39:11.610 

Jason Block: and will continue to ask you to do that, so I will stop there and see if there any questions 
and there might be some in the chat that I didn't capture. 

 

226 



00:39:14.910 --> 00:39:15.960 

Sammy Chao: You don't currently have. 

 

227 

00:39:15.990 --> 00:39:24.630 

Sammy Chao: Any questions in the chat or the Q amp a box that we'd like to welcome anybody to put 
their questions in the chat box and we'll answer them live now. 

 

228 

00:39:25.440 --> 00:39:42.120 

Sammy Chao: We did have one comment about the slide or the links in the chat that taken it sent out to 
the published papers, and so we will be sending out those links to the publications and we send out the 
slide recordings and follow up after the seminars completed. 

 

229 

00:39:48.390 --> 00:39:58.950 

Jason Block: If there any questions about why the child was coming into the video to we we have one 
child home sick, so the luxury of the first day after vacation. 

 

230 

00:40:04.140 --> 00:40:16.590 

Sammy Chao: We do have a question from the chat that Harold has just asked, and he has a few number 
one question is, can you share the models and the workplaces, it will be fun to know, plus a method of 
distribution regression. 

 

231 

00:40:17.790 --> 00:40:33.870 

Jason Block: yeah harrell we we certainly can do that i'll look at sort of what would be the the easiest 
thing to share and we'll we'll talk with our group and see what the best way to share that would be 
certainly happy to do that. 

 

232 



00:40:37.140 --> 00:40:42.660 

Sammy Chao: Is next question is asking how does essential algorithm deal with this election and 
ascertainment bias. 

 

233 

00:40:44.910 --> 00:40:55.350 

Jason Block: Harold and Sammy I don't know if you can unmute Harold or if he can unmute himself just 
because I i'd like to ask him, specifically what he meant by the central algorithm. 

 

234 

00:40:56.610 --> 00:40:59.880 

Sammy Chao: don't think in zoom webinar it's actually. 

 

235 

00:40:59.910 --> 00:41:00.630 

Jason Block: Or you can't do it. 

 

236 

00:41:01.050 --> 00:41:07.770 

Sammy Chao: I think I can see Carol I just put you in as somebody who's allowed to talk so if you can 
unmute yourself go ahead. 

 

237 

00:41:08.970 --> 00:41:09.570 

Harold Lehmann: So. 

 

238 

00:41:11.430 --> 00:41:25.800 

Harold Lehmann: So the the huge issue in selection and entertainment bias in one coven yeah I just so 
it's it's whether I don't care where it's centralized within local algorithm but how is that being dealt with. 



 

239 

00:41:27.750 --> 00:41:28.770 

Harold Lehmann: You know the. 

 

240 

00:41:29.850 --> 00:41:48.810 

Harold Lehmann: An entry see committee meeting, a few weeks ago, he was a very poignant me 
presentation by the patient that research council about long covered and making a very strong point 
that the HR data is and catching a symptomatic infections there's this is they may be. 

 

241 

00:41:49.830 --> 00:41:54.150 

Harold Lehmann: Discrimination in whose symptoms gets could get counted and. 

 

242 

00:41:55.410 --> 00:42:03.090 

Harold Lehmann: And, and how how the data is getting into the ehr so you just wouldn't invest in those 
issues. 

 

243 

00:42:04.080 --> 00:42:15.480 

Jason Block: I mean harrell that I think you sort of captured it, these are these are major limitations 
when you're when you're relying on outcomes that require people to show up for care. 

 

244 

00:42:16.110 --> 00:42:35.250 

Jason Block: And to have something coded because what we're only looking at here, and I know the NIH 
recover projects in the MP3 NIH project on Mon Mon covert are going to be able to address that in a 
much more expanded way than we can hopefully. 

 



245 

00:42:36.330 --> 00:42:48.090 

Jason Block: But we know we know it's a real limitation that you know these are these are people 
presenting for care, and in fact in our models, we restrict people to those who are connected to the 
health care system. 

 

246 

00:42:48.480 --> 00:42:51.120 

Jason Block: That baseline and and follow up because. 

 

247 

00:42:51.840 --> 00:43:02.550 

Jason Block: We we want to look at incident disease and the only way that we can really feel confident 
that we're capturing incident disease or incident symptoms is if they had some connection to the 
healthcare system at baseline. 

 

248 

00:43:02.970 --> 00:43:09.240 

Jason Block: Even then we're not certain that it's truly Internet because we don't have any patient 
reported information that we're drawing from. 

 

249 

00:43:09.750 --> 00:43:23.250 

Jason Block: So I, I appreciate your question it's it's a limitation of this work and and I hope that this 
work contributes in some way but it's not going to be anywhere near what all of you are doing as part of 
that will cover. 

 

250 

00:43:24.000 --> 00:43:26.250 

Harold Lehmann: This i'm not fishing for that, but. 

 



251 

00:43:26.640 --> 00:43:29.940 

Harold Lehmann: You know, when you, of course, significant digits in your odds ratio kind of. 

 

252 

00:43:29.970 --> 00:43:31.740 

Harold Lehmann: Yes, it's really certain. 

 

253 

00:43:33.180 --> 00:43:33.960 

Jason Block: yeah yeah. 

 

254 

00:43:34.230 --> 00:43:36.630 

Jason Block: yeah yeah no that was just I copied it from the. 

 

255 

00:43:38.520 --> 00:43:49.470 

Harold Lehmann: get it, and you have thousands and thousands of patients, but we just lousy at 
communicating and shouldn't do the methodology we only have to really do the sampling and it'd be. 

 

256 

00:43:51.420 --> 00:43:59.670 

Harold Lehmann: You know, in the CDC the New York Times gets the sensor and then they're going to 
go, we know the answer so it'll have a great answer for you either, but. 

 

257 

00:44:00.210 --> 00:44:16.560 



Jason Block: We we are going to try to be very humble in our in our interpretation of the results for the 
reasons that you mentioned, you know I, in some ways, this is sort of hypothesis generating like where 
do you focus, some of your further deeper assessments. 

 

258 

00:44:18.000 --> 00:44:22.740 

Jason Block: Rather than a definitive answer that's sort of how we're viewing it in a lot of ways. 

 

259 

00:44:25.680 --> 00:44:36.210 

Jason Block: And you know the diabetes thing has been something that's been discussed a lot they've 
been now a number of assessments, this was true in our descriptive work it's true in this distributed 
work. 

 

260 

00:44:37.080 --> 00:44:46.230 

Jason Block: Where diabetes does seem to be higher risk among those who who have tested positive 
starts could be cheap compared to negative their reasons why that could be confounded. 

 

261 

00:44:47.040 --> 00:44:58.680 

Jason Block: We try to control for to the extent that we can but that's another one where we have to be 
fairly humble and modest in our interpretation of those results I think it's intriguing but. 

 

262 

00:44:59.850 --> 00:45:07.770 

Jason Block: there's gonna be a lot more need for work to really feel confident that that's actually a real 
finding and it could be something that just it's an ascertainment issue. 

 

263 

00:45:08.160 --> 00:45:13.290 



Jason Block: That it's uncovered diabetes that was probably present before, but people weren't getting 
evaluated. 

 

264 

00:45:13.710 --> 00:45:29.400 

Jason Block: It could have been on mass by the use of decks and methods at home, one of the reasons 
why we control for the models, but controlling for it's often not fully adequate, so we will try to 
interpret this according inconsistent with the limitations that we have. 

 

265 

00:45:30.510 --> 00:45:30.780 

Thank you. 

 

266 

00:45:38.820 --> 00:45:45.660 

Sammy Chao: hello, thank you for your questions I don't see any other questions here but we'll give it 
another minute or so so anybody else who might have. 

 

267 

00:45:46.080 --> 00:45:56.520 

Sammy Chao: Questions concerns wants to bring anything up with this group, please feel free to either 
raise your hand in the in the zoom webinar or put something in the chat or the Q amp a box. 

 

268 

00:46:00.270 --> 00:46:09.030 

Jason Block: And while while we're doing that i'll just remind sort of folks about refreshing their coven 
cgm. 

 

269 

00:46:10.320 --> 00:46:20.040 



Jason Block: Starting at the beginning of March, so sometime this week and I think most of you were in 
communication with those folks who haven't. 

 

270 

00:46:21.300 --> 00:46:26.970 

Jason Block: responded to the cumulative query, but if you haven't responded to the vaccine adverse 
event query which is query number 23. 

 

271 

00:46:27.930 --> 00:46:37.080 

Jason Block: Which is due, today, please try to do that as quickly as possible, so we can get those results 
and put it together for the work that we're doing closely with the CDC. 

 

272 

00:46:37.680 --> 00:46:54.870 

Jason Block: So we appreciate and as always we appreciate all the work that you've done so many of you 
were in regular contact with when there might be issues with a query or questions that come up and it 
has been a wonderful collaboration and so many of you are doing, really. 

 

273 

00:46:55.890 --> 00:47:01.200 

Jason Block: Tremendous amounts of work to pull this project off and we're really grateful, so thank you 
again as usual. 

 

274 

00:47:04.050 --> 00:47:15.540 

Sammy Chao: It seems like Wednesday with questions that we will be sending out the slides recording 
links publications after this call is over, and please feel free to reach out at that point, if you have any 
follow up questions. 

 

275 

00:47:16.950 --> 00:47:19.800 



Sammy Chao: Thank you all for joining today, and we hope you have a great rest of your week. 

 

276 

00:47:20.520 --> 00:47:21.120 

Jason Block: Thanks everyone. 

 


